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We theoreti ally examine the ele tri eld enhan ement in the narrow gap between two parallel ylinders due
to the plasmoni resonan e. The resonan e ondition and the eld enhan ement fa tor are found expli itly. It
is shown that the resonan e o urs at the frequen ies lower than the plasma frequen y. This ee t results from
the spe ial geometry: the gap width between parallel ylinders is mu h smaller than their radii. It is also shown
that the enhan ement oe ient is mu h larger than the one for a single ylinder and is determined together
with the resonan e frequen y by the system geometry.
1. INTRODUCTION

Ele trodynami properties of materials onsisting
of metal granules immersed into a diele tri medium
attra t great experimental interest. There are numerous experiments where ele tromagneti waves propagate through su h systems (we refer to monograph [1℄
for an introdu tion to the subje t). In the ase where
the geometry of metal grains is su h that there are narrow gaps between separate grains, the eld enhan ement ee t is observed, whi h is as follows. The eld
value in the narrow gaps is mu h larger than the inident wave eld and exhibits peak values at parti ular frequen ies of the in ident wave. In a disordered
metaldiele tri omposite, a number of sharp peaks
are observed in the spatial distribution of the ele tri
eld when the system is exposed to an external ele tromagneti wave [24℄.
There is an extensive literature on the problem of
two metalli or diele tri spheres in an ele tri eld.
The problem of two metalli spheres in a diele tri
medium was onsidered in Ref. [5℄. The same problem for two diele tri spheres was studied in [6℄. The
problem of two ylinders in homogeneous eld an be
found in [7℄. All those works, however, do not onsider
the ee t of plasmoni resonan e. It was onsidered for
two remote metalli spheres in [8℄ using the perturbation theory, whi h is not appropriate for lose spheres
or ylinders. The problem of two lose metalli spheres
* E-mail:

petro999list.ru

exposed to an ele tromagneti wave was investigated
in [911℄, where a system of re urrent relations was
solved numeri ally.
In this paper, we theoreti ally examine the ee t of
plasmoni resonan e for the eld between two parallel
ylinders. We nd expli it expressions for the eld, the
resonan e onditions, and the eld enhan ement oef ients. We also propose the general method of investigating su h ee ts in more ompli ated 2D-geometry
systems: ylinders of arbitrary ross se tions. We supply our analyti solution with general physi al onsiderations providing a qualitative explanation of the problem.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND GENERAL
CONSIDERATIONS

We onsider the system of two parallel innitely
long metalli ylinders in a diele tri medium. We
investigate the ele tri eld distribution between and
around these ylinders when a linearly polarized wave
is in ident on the system, with its ele tri eld ve tor
dire ted perpendi ular to the ylinder axes and parallel
to the line onne ting the enters of their ross se tions
(Fig. 1). In this ase, the problem is ee tively two-dimensional: the eld is the same in any plane perpendi ular to the ylinders. We use the Cartesian oordinates with the z axis dire ted along the ylinders axes,
the y axis dire ted along the line onne ting the ylin-
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We assume the wavelength  in the diele tri
medium to be larger than the ylinder radius a,   a.
We rst onsider the ylinders of the same radius, and
let Æ be the gap width. The wave eld an be written as Re E0 e i!t . Due to the smallness of the ylinder radii ompared to the wavelength, the ele tri eld
an be des ribed in the quasistati approximation; we
therefore onsider the problem of metalli ylinders in
a homogeneous ele tri eld. The ele tri eld an be
onsidered to be potential and an be des ribed, disregarding the magneti eld, in terms of a s alar potential: E
r. Then the equation for the potential is
2
r .

)

=
=0

To formulate the boundary onditions, let "d be the
permittivity of the diele tri medium, assumed to be
of the order of unity, and "m be the permittivity of the
metal. We assume that the imaginary part of "d an
be negle ted and that the imaginary part of "m is small
ompared to its real part. The permittivities of both
metal and diele tri are fun tions of frequen y. We
let " "m ="d be the permittivity ontrast. Then the
boundary onditions are as follows: the potential must
be ontinuous on the metal surfa e, whi h is equivalent
to the ondition that the tangential ele tri eld be
ontinuous and the normal derivatives of the potential
dier by the fa tor ":

=

out = in ;

where  is the two-dimensional radius ve tor. It follows
from these formulas that the resonan e value is "
.
In the opti al spe tral region, the permittivity of a
good metal an be approximated by the DrudeLorentz
formula

= 1

ylinders

der ross-se tion enters, and the x line passes between
the ylinders perpendi ular to their axes (Fig. 1).

(

(2)

where out and in are the respe tive potentials in the
metal and the diele tri . Both onditions are to be imposed on the surfa e of ylinders. We therefore have the
problem of nding the harmoni potential that satises
onditions (1) and (2) on the ylinder surfa es.
To rigorously demonstrate the physi al ee t of the
resonan e, we rst onsider the eld in the system
with only one ylinder. The potential is then given
by well-known formulas [12℄
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where !p is the plasma frequen y and  is the ele tron relaxation time (we assume that !  ). Therefore, the resonan e o urs at a frequen y lose to the
plasma one [13, 14℄. We also note that as an be seen
from (3), the eld is lo alized inside the ylinder and
around it, gradually de aying with the distan e. The
enhan ement oe ient is of the order of ="00 and is
independent of the ylinder radius.
We now investigate the eld in the system with two
ylinders separated by a narrow gap, seeking resonanes that o ur at large negative values of the permittivity. We expe t the enhan ed eld to be onned in the
gap, whi h an be a ounted for as follows. In seeking
the resonan e due to the gap, we have to nd the standing waves that an exist in this gap. The gap approximately retainspthe onstant width Æ at the distan es
of the order of aÆ from its enter. Hen e, we are to
nd the standing
p waves in the at gap of the width Æ
and length aÆ between two metals. It is known that
the propagation onstant of an ele tromagneti wave
along a narrow gap is related to the metal permittivity
as "
Æ= [15℄. The standing wave ondition
(taking
into
a
ount that j"j  ) an be written as
p
aÆ  n, where n is an integer. We thus arrive at
the following estimate of the resonan e permittivity:
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whi h is large due to the ondition a  Æ . We note
that the resonan e permittivity is determined by the
gap geometry.
We now estimate the order of magnitude of the eld
enhan ement oe ient. We assume that we are lose
to the resonan
e orresponding to n
in (6), i. e.,
p
a=Æ . We let E denote the eld strength
" 
in the enter of the gap and E0 the external eld.
The eld on the x axis
p is E x . The eld inside the
gap, i. e., at x  aÆ , is approximately
p onstant,
equal to E . In the region a  x  aÆ , the distan e between the ylinders is of the order of x2 =a,
and hen e the potential dieren e between the ylinders at these distan es is  out  E x x2 =a. On the
other hand, the potential hange inside the metal an
be estimated as
p in  E x x=". It follows that
 in =  out  aÆ=x  . We on lude that
the potential dieren e between
the ylinders is onp
stant in the region x  aÆ , i. e.,
 out
onst.
We then expli itly write the eld dependen e on x,
Ex 
 out a=x2 . This potential dieren e between the ylinders gives rise to a dipole moment (per
unit length) of the system, whi h an be estimated as
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The eld far from the ylinders, x  a, is determined
by this dipole and is E x   out a=x2 , p
whi h is the
same as the eld in the region a  x  aÆp. Thus,
therepare only two asymptoti regions, x  aÆ and
x  aÆ , with the eld values given by

( ) ( )
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Formulas (6) and (12) are the results of our estimations. They show that the resonan e in our system
o urs at larger negative values of permittivity, i. e., at
lower frequen ies than in the system of one ylinder.
The enhan ement oe ient is larger than in the ase
of a single ylinder and depends on the geometry of the
system ( ylinder radii and the gap width). It an be
shown that in the ase of two lose ylinders of greatly
dierent radii, the ee t of the resonan e is determined
by the smallest radius (whi h determines the geometry
of the gap).
We thus estimated the resonan e onditions and the
enhan ement oe ient from the general physi al reasoning. We emphasize that the resonan e permittivity
value is mostly determined by the narrow gap geometry (its width and length), while the enhan ement oe ient is determined by the geometry of the whole
system.
It is worth estimating the losses due to radiation.
The radiation intensity per unit length an be written
as [17℄

I

3

3

 !2 d2  !2 E 2 Æ2 a2 ;

(13)

where d is the dipole moment (per unit length). In our
estimation of the eld enhan ement, we assumed these
radiation losses to be small ompared to Ohmi ones,
given by formula (11). This leads to the ondition

(9)

Relating these asymptoti formulas, we an estimate
 out  E Æ .
In order to estimate the relation between E and
E0 , we have to al ulate the energy dissipation in the
system. Most dissipation o urs in the metal near the
gap, where
p eld penetrates the metal at a depth of the
order of aÆ . We write the dissipation rate per unit
length a ording to the standard formula [16℄
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This dissipation should be balan ed by the work produ ed by the external eld E0 on the system. The
power of this work is P  ! dE0 . Comparing this with
the dissipation rate, we nd

=1
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At the resonan e permittivity "0
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a=Æ , we nd
(11)

3. ANALYTIC SOLUTION

We now turn to a rigorous solution of the problem
of two ylinders in an external ele tri eld. We let 0
denote the potential of the external ele tri eld of the
strength E0 . Let in be the potential inside the ylinders and out
ind the indu ed potential due to the presen e
of the ylinders. The full potential outside the ylinders
out .
is 0
ind
Be ause we onsider the external wave polarized in
the xy plane (see Fig. 1) perpendi ular to the ylinders
axis, the problem is essentially two-dimensional. To
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out
ind = E0 a

y
ξ = ξ0

X

Bn sh n

os n;

(20)

where the unknown oe ients An and Bn are to be
found from the boundary onditions.
We need to expand the external eld potential 0 
 E0 y into a series of Lapla e eigenfun tions. Simple
integration yields
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The boundary onditions are

in (0 ) = 0(0 ) + out
ind (0 );

ξ = −ξ0

Lines  = onst in bipolar oordinates

Fig. 2.
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Let 0 and 0 orrespond to the lines of ross se tions
of the metalli ylinders. We then nd C a 0 = .
It an be veriedpthat the ondition a  Æ orresponds
to 0  , 0  Æ=a.
The Lapla e operator in this oordinate system is
given by

= sh( 2)

=

(h



2
 2
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(18)

os )

where h
C= 
 is the s aling fun tion.
We now an separate the variables in the Lapla e
equation. The eigenfun tions of operator (18) are
n n or
n n. Using the symmetry of the external potential (symmetri with respe t
to the y axis and antisymmetri with respe t to the x
axis), we nd the following expressions for potentials:

exp(

) os

 = E0a
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X
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os n;
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2(1 ") exp( n0) sh 0 ;
(" + th n0) sh n0

(24)

2 exp(n0 ) sh 0
(" + th n0 ) sh n0 :

(25)

"=

th n0:
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This expression is formally exa t be ause we did not
use the smallness of the gap between the ylinders. For
small gaps 0  , we nd

1

"

1=n0

for not very large n. Be ause 0

1

r2  h2 (1; )

0

Hen e, the resonan e onditions are

=

C

Bn =

(15)

where C is the transformation onstant. Coordinate
lines 
onst are ir les (Fig. 2):

x2 + (y

0

out
= 0 +  ind

We an now nd the oe ients An and Bn :

solve the Lapla e equation, we use the so- alled bipolar oordinate system in the xy plane [7℄. We dene
dimensionless bipolar oordinates  and  as

x=

 in


(22)



(27)
p

Æ=a, we an write

r
1
a
;
"res 
n Æ

(28)

whi h is onsistent with formula (6) found from general
physi al onsiderations.
We next investigate the stru ture of the ele tri eld
with the potential given by formulas (20) and (24). We
assume thatpwe are lose to the resonan e with n
,
a=Æ . Then we an disregard all the terms
i. e., "0 
in sum (20) ex ept the rst one. We also onsider only
the indu ed eld. A ording to (20) and (24), the potential an be written as

=1

2E0a(1 ") exp( 0) sh  os :
out
ind =
" + th 0

(19)
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Taking into a ount that 0  and j"0 j 
we an rewrite this expression as

2E0a3=2 sh  os :
out
ind =
i"00 Æ 1=2

a=Æ  1,

p

(30)

To nd the eld, we now need to dierentiate this potential with respe t to the oordinates. We are mostly
interested with the eld on the line perpendi ular to
the ylinders axes and passing between them (the x
axis in Cartesian oordinates, see Fig. 1). It is lear
from the symmetry onsiderations (and also apparent
from al ulations) that there is only the y omponent
of the eld on this line. Therefore, we obtain

Ey
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out
ind
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= 2i"E000 aÆ os (1 os ):

=1

4. CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATIONS

The bipolar oordinates (;  ) an be obtained from
the Cartesian oordinates (x; y ) by the onformal transformation

 + i = ln
(32)

At the origin of Cartesian oordinates, i. e., in the enter of the gap,   . Hen e,

=

E

= 4i"E000 aÆ ;

(33)

whi h agrees with estimate (12).
p If follows from (15)
that   orresponds to x  aÆ , and we an therefore write the eld in this region as

1

E (x) =

4E0a2 1 ;

(34)

i"00 x2
whi h orresponds to the eld 4E0 a2 =i"00 of the two-di-

mensional dipole and is also onsistent with the qualitative estimaties.
Thus, the expli it analyti solution onrmed our
qualitative estimaties based on the general physi al
prin iples. Here, we have investigated the eld between
and around the ylinders of the same radii with a narrow gap between them. However, using the above-disussed bipolar oordinate system also allows solving the
problem with two ylinders of arbitrary radii and gap
between them. These solutions are more umbersome
than the ones for ylinders of the same radii, and we
do not present them here.
Finally, we remark on the purely stati problem of
two metalli ylinders (i. e., with " ! 1) in an external eld. In this ase, there is no eld inside the
ylinders, and their potentials are onstant. It follows
that the potential dieren e between the ylinders is
E0 a 0 . Be ause the gap width is Æ , the order of magnitude of the eld inside the gap is

 = 2

sh

E

 E0

p

a=Æ:

(35)
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This in rease in the eld strength is due to a geometrial fa tor only and is not related to the plasmoni resonan e. If the ylinder permittivity has a nite value,
then this geometri ee t is still present (although is
weaker); it vanishes at "
. Thus, we on lude
that the enhan ement due to plasmoni resonan e (expression (33)) is larger than any possible geometri enhan ement.

Cal ulating the derivatives, we nd

Ey

òîì

x + iy iC
:
x + iy + iC

(36)

This is why the s aling fun tions of bipolar oordinates
are equal and hen e the Lapla e operator has the simple
form given by (18). The Lapla e operator eigenfun tions ontain
 or  be ause the oordinate  has
the period  due to the logarithm in (36). This simple form of the Lapla e equation and onsequently the
simple eigenfun tions remain the same for any oordinates obtained from the Cartesian system by means of
a onformal map if the  oordinate has the period  .
This implies that the formal resonan e ondition (26)
remains the same, although the onstant 0 is related
to the hara teristi s of the systems dierently. One
an think of a transformation that produ es ylinders
of non ir ular ross se tion (for example, of a prolate
form) or a hain of ylinders.

2

os

sin

2

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the plasmoni resonan e in a
narrow gap between two metalli ylinders embedded
into a diele tri medium. We have estimated the results
using the general physi al reasoning, thus revealing the
nature of the ee ts leading to eld enhan ement in
su h systems. We then solved the problem rigorously
by using the so- alled bipolar oordinates. The analyti solution yielded the resonan e permittivity given
by (28) and the eld enhan ement ratio given by (33),
whi h onrmed our qualitative estimates based on
general prin iples (formulas (6) and (12)). The main
result of the study is that ontrarily to the ase of
one ylinder, where the resonan e position and the
enhan ement ratio are determined solely by the permittivity value and not by the ylinder radius, in the
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ase of two ylinders, these hara teristi s of the resonan e are dependent on the system geometry, i. e., the
ylinder radii and the gap between the ylinders. We
have shown that in the ase of a narrow gap (with the
gap width mu h smaller than the ylinders radius), it
is possible to obtain the resonan e at the large negative values of the permittivities (in ontrast to "
for a single ylinder), whi h orresponds a ording to
Drude representation (5) to frequen ies smaller than
the plasma one, mostly in the opti al region. We also
demonstrated that signi ant eld enhan ement an be
obtained by adjusting the system geometry, i. e., by
narrowing the gap between the ylinders.
Finally, we have proposed that our method an potentially be used to investigate more omplex systems,
i. e., ylinders of a non ir ular ross se tion or a hain
of ylinders. The hains of metal nanostru tures have
re ently attra ted onsiderable interest parti ularly beause of their plasmoni modes [18℄.
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